Note that, in practice both the size of the population and the strings are larger then those of mentioned above. Basically, the new population is generated by using the following fundamental genetic evolution processes: reproduction, crossover and mutation. At the reproduction process, chromosomes are chosen based on natural selections. The chromosomes in the new population are selected according to their fitness values defined with respect to some specific criteria such as roulette wheel selection, rank selection or steady state selection. The fittest chromosomes have a higher probability of reproducing one or more offspring in the next generation in proportion to the value of their fitness. At the crossover stage, two members of population exchange their genes. Crossover can be implemented in many ways such as having a single crossover point or many crossover points which are chosen randomly. A simple crossover can be implemented as follows. In the first step, the new reproduced members in the mating pool are mated randomly. In the second step, two new members are generated by swapping all characteristics from a randomly selected crossover point. A good value for crossover can be taken as 0.7. A simple crossover structure is shown below. Two chromosomes are selected according to their fitness values. The crossover point in chromosomes is selected randomly. Two chromosomes are given below as an example 10110011 11100110 After crossover process is applied, all of the bits after the crossover point are swapped. Hence, the new chromosomes take the form 101*00110
111*10011
The symbol ''*'' corresponds the crossover point. At the mutation process, value of a particular gene in a selected chromosome is changed from 1 to 0 or vice versa., The probability of mutation is generally kept very small so these changes are done rarely. In general, the scheme of a genetic algorithm can be summarized as follows.
www.intechopen.com i. Create an initial population. ii. Check each chromosome to observe how well is at solving the problem and evaluate the fitness of the each chromosome based on the objective function. iii. Choose two chromosomes from the current population using a selection method like roulette wheel selection. The chance of being selected is in proportion to the value of their fitness. iv. If a probability of crossover is attained, crossover the bits from each chosen chromosome at a randomly chosen point according to the crossover rate. v. If a probability of mutation is attained, implement a mutation operation according to the mutation rate. vi. Continue until a maximum number of generations have been produced.
Dynamic Equations
A variety of approaches have been developed to derive the manipulator dynamics equations (Hollerbach, 1980; Luh et al., 1980; Paul, 1981; Kane and Levinson, 1983; Lee et al., 1983) . The most popular among them are Lagrange-Euler (Paul, 1981) and Newton-Euler methods (Luh et al., 1980) . Energy based method (LE) is used to derive the manipulator dynamics in this chapter. To obtain the dynamic equations by using the Lagrange-Euler method, one should define the homogeneous transformation matrix for each joint. Using D-H (Denavit & Hartenberg, 1955) parameters, the homogeneous transformation matrix for a single joint is expressed as, 
where a i-1 , α i-1 , d i , θ i , c i and s i are the link length, link twist, link offset, joint angle, cosθ i and sinθ i , respectively. In this way, the successive transformations from base toward the endeffector are obtained by multiplying all of the matrices defined for each joint. The difference between kinetic and potential energy produces Lagrangian function given by
where q and q represent joint position and velocities, respectively. Note that, q i is the joint angle i θ for revolute joints, or the distance i d for prismatic joints. While the potential energy (P) is dependent on position only, the kinetic energy (K) is based on both position and velocity of the manipulator. The total kinetic energy of the manipulator is defined as
where m i is the mass of link i and I i denotes the 3x3 inertia tensor for the center of the link i with respect to the base coordinate frame. I i can be expressed as www.intechopen.com [
The equation 6 can be written in terms of manipulator mass matrix and joint velocities as
where M(q) denotes mass matrix given by
The total potential energy is determined as
where g and h i (q) denotes gravitational acceleration vector and the center of mass of link i relative to the base coordinate frame, respectively. As a result, the Lagrangian function can be obtained by combining the equations 7 and 9 as follows.
The equations of motion can be derived by substituting the Lagrangian function in equation 10 into the Euler-Langrange equations
to create the dynamic equations with the form
where, τ is the nx1 generalized torque vector applied at joints, and q, q and q are the nx1 joint position, velocity and acceleration vectors, respectively. M(q) is the nxn mass matrix, ) , (C is an nx1 vector of centrifugal and Coriolis terms given by
G(q) is an nx1 vector of gravity terms of actual mechanism expressed as
The friction term is omitted in equation 12. The detailed information about Lagrangian dynamic formulation can be found in text (Schilling, 1990) .
Trajectory Generation
In general, smooth motion between initial and final positions is desired for the end-effector of a robot manipulator since jerky motions can cause vibration in the manipulator. Joint and Cartesian trajectories in robot manipulators are two common ways to generate smooth motion. In joint trajectory, initial and final positions of the end-effector are converted into joint angles by using inverse kinematics equations. A time (t) dependent smooth function is computed for each joint. All of the robot joints pass through initial and final points at the same time. Several smooth functions can be obtained from interpolating the joint values. A 5th order polynomial is defined here under boundary conditions of joints (position, velocity, and acceleration) as follows.
These boundary conditions uniquely specify a particular 5th order polynomial as follows. 
and
where 
Problem Formulation
If the manipulator moves freely in the workspace, the dynamic equation of motion for n DOF robot manipulator is given by the equation 12. This equation can be written as a simple matrix form as
Note that, the inertia matrix M(q) is a symmetric positive definite matrix. The local optimization of the joint torgue weighted by inertia results in resolutions with global characteristics. That is the solution to the local minimization problem (Lui & Wang, 2004) . The formulation of the problem is
where f(q) is the position vector of the end-effector. J(q) is the Jacobian matrix and defined as
The total kinetic energy is given by
The objective function in equation 25 also minimizes this kinetic energy.
Example
A three-link robot manipulator including two revolute joints and a prismatic joint is chosen as an example to examine the optimum energy performance. The transformation matrices are obtained using well known D-H method (Denavit & Hartenberg, 1955) . For simplification, each link of the robot manipulator is modelled as a homogeneous cylindrical or prismatic beam of mass, m which is located at the centre of each link. The kinematics and dynamic representations for the three-link robot manipulator are shown in Fig. 2 . The kinematics and dynamic link parameters for the three-link robot are given in Table 1 . Since the mass distribution of the rigid object is symmetric relative to the body attached coordinate frame, the cross products of inertia are taken as zero. The transformation matrices for the robot manipulator illustrated in Fig. 2 are obtained using the parameters in Table 1 as follows. ). The initial and final velocities of each joint are defined as zero. In order to optimize link masses, the objective function should be as small as possible at all working positions, velocities and accelerations. The following relationship was adapted to specify the corresponding fitness function.
In the GA solution approach, the influences of different population sizes and mutation rates were examined to find the best GA parameters for the mass optimization problem where the minimizing total kinetics energy. The GA parameters, population sizes and mutation rates were changed between 20-60 and 0.005-0.1 where the number of iterations was taken 50 and 100, respectively. The GA parameters used in this study were summarized as follows. All results related these GA parameters are given in Table 3 . As can be seen from Table 3 . The GA parameters, fitness function and optimized link masses
Conclusion
In this chapter, the link masses of the robot manipulators are optimized using GAs to obtain the best energy performance. First of all, fundamental knowledge about genetic algorithms, dynamic equations of robot manipulators and trajectory generation were presented in detail. Second of all, GA was applied to find the optimum link masses for the three-link serial robot manipulator. Finally, the influences of different population sizes and mutation rates were searched to achieve the best GA parameters for the mass optimization. The optimum link masses obtained at minimum torque requirements show that the GA optimization technique is very consistent in robotic design applications. Mathematically simple and easy coding features of GA also provide convenient solution approach in robotic optimization problems.
